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Dear Readers,
Bioenergy villages are an excellent example of how the energy turnaround
can be achieved at local level via the commitment and enthusiasm of the
citizens. The players are guided in this situation not only by the needs of
climate-protection, but also by economic considerations: energy prices are
rising unceasingly. This is true not only of electricity, but also of fuel costs.
Bioenergy villages are a good solution, since they supply residents with heat,
as well as regenerative power. A bioenergy village is characterised in practice by the “smart” interlinking of regenerative energy sources with biogas
plants or biomass power stations which supply both electricity and heat from
cogeneration arrangements. Even the supply of large public amenities, such
as swimming baths, or school and sports complexes, and entire industrial
zones, with heat, and in some cases also with regeneratively generated electricity, is no longer a rarity!
Citizens in many communities in North Rhine-Westphalia and, indeed,
throughout the Federal Republic of Germany, are now pursuing their own
regional energy turnaround and discovering energy self-sufficiency for themselves. The benefits are easily seen: dependence on ever-rising electricity and
heat prices is reduced, because the energy is generated on-the-spot from
local sources. New and exciting perspectives for rural regions open up simultaneously: investments remain with farmers, medium-sized businesses,
craft tradesmen and citizens in the locality and thus contribute to the evolution of an economic dynamic. For many municipalities, their commitment to
regenerative energy has also proven to be a magnet for tourists.
The concept of the bioenergy village enables the decentralised and citizen-based energy turnaround to attain its full potential, and to contribute to
the radical restructuring of energy supplies. The initiators of these projects
are guided by the watchwords that drove the pioneers of regenerative energy
supplies themselves: develop and build your own solutions! Not least of all,
they also show that the total transformation of energy supplies is possible
even now, and is no longer “a dream of the future”. I therefore wish here to
encourage you all to make a commitment, with the necessary creativity and
courage, to the conversion of the supply system in your home town or village.
The many positive reports demonstrate: it’s worth the effort!

Andreas Düser
Proprietor of a planning and operating consultancy for renewable energy installations and chairman of the NRW Renewable Energy Association
innovation & energy 4 | 2014
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news

New fuel-cell
vehicle
In cooperation with Renault, French fuelcell manufacturer Symbio FCell has developed the “HYKangoo” on the basis of the
French car manufacturer’s Kangoo ZE.
This is a battery-powered vehicle incorporating a 5 kW fuel cell as a so-called
range extender. The vehicle’s range is
thus raised to above 300 km. The 1.7 kgcapacity H2 tank is pressurised to 350 bar
and can thus be refilled from a battery of
hydrogen cylinders. Fuelling is completed
in just a few minutes. This development
should be of particular interest, due to its
greater range, to companies who are already operating, or are planning to operate, H2-powered vehicles.
ANLEG, of Schermbeck, holds the
German marketing concession, and recently demonstrated the vehicle in NRW, at
the Düsseldorf H2 fuelling station, among
other locations. ANLEG is also responsible
for maintenance of the fuel cell, whereas
the basic vehicle can be serviced at any
Renault dealer’s. The French postal or-

EEG 2014
– What’s
changed?

ganisation was the first major purchaser
to successfully test these vehicles: fleet
trials involving fifty HYKangoos will start
in the Rhône-Alpes region of France in the
spring of 2015.

AHEEEHAPEMIGDKNFBIPENKDCNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIHJGFKFLICNGIKBLMPBNFFFNB
ODNEMDFBHOGCNBIHEMPFJFNOJGDFMGFKA
ADPOKAFLKBKBMCJMENPONMLIPFCJLGNAL
PPGBEGFIMGHOEMBNCBAGGCFLANFJHLNBN
CDNOOHFNJMNACDMNCJJDJMBIADJGNMJDA
MFFFFFEHICBBNJGNPIECCFPCAHFHAINND
APBBBPAPKHMEHCKCDIDDLIFIBEDCBDLLF
HHHHHHHPPHPHHHHHHPPPHHPHHHPPPPPHP

www.brennstoffzelle-nrw.de

The new Renewable Energy Sources Act
(EEG) came into effect on 1 August 2014.
An overview of the general changes most
important for land-based wind energy,
photovoltaics and biomass, etc., can be
found in the technical essay, “EEG 2014
– What’s changed?” on the www.energiedialog.nrw.de Internet site. The main aim
of the amended EEG is that of making the
energy turnaround affordable for citizens
and industry.

AHEEEHAPDMEGCPEHHKNNOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNPNCMHIHELFGIPBNFFFNB
PAKILPFCGILPFCHFJHDKGGMKJILDH
MLPBLMFFCJFODFGPEJKKJGBHLCOGK
PCCMLIFMJHGABHJOIDKIIOKLIAFGA
MFFNNFEPJANBJECIPHKAAHFHAKDOG
APBBBPAPOFMAJMAFFPLBDCEDEMKJG
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPPHHHPPPPHPHPHPP

www.energiedialog.nrw.de

GeoZert – new opportunity in Bochum
Bochum University of
Applied Sciences is planning to set up a multi-level academic certification
and training programme,
entitled “Geothermal
Energy Systems”.
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Classical academic training, in the form of
the Bachelor’s and Master’s courses, has
dominated at institutions of higher education in NRW up to now. Starting in August
2014, a multi-level academic certification
and training programme in “Geothermal
Energy Systems”, has now been developed, established and implemented at
Bochum University of Applied Sciences
in the Geothermics department under the
name “GeoZert”, in order to reach further
target groups.
A significant increase in the number
of geothermal installations, for both municipal heat and cooling purposes (district
and local-heating systems) and as standalone installations for the air-conditioning
of larger buildings, is currently observable.
Linking to other energy technologies (such
as solar thermal systems) for the storage
of heat is also increasingly coming into
market and training focus. The special
technical challenges involved in the plan-

ning and construction of heat and cooling
supply facilities using regenerative energy
sources – and geothermics/heat-pump
technology, in particular – can be found
in the complexity of such systems.
The programme therefore serves the
purpose of developing a system of courses
in the planning and implementation of geothermal energy systems covering several
networked technical and academic levels.
The courses are to be expertly compiled
in cooperation with German and international project partners and offered on
a demonstration basis as from the third
quarter of 2015.

AHEEEHAPKJICCJEGGKNJMPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPELAPBLJDNHAHBPBNFFFNB
NENEHAFMGJMAONFDOELDNGFLCCPDO
HBJPGNFFJNKNBOBPBLLMNGAHLEKEJ
HLPKLHFGHPENDABGMJJIBOOGLBMOM
MNFNFNEPCIMEFNAIPABAAHFHACBLP
APBBBPAPCMHCHLCNHJKGHCHDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPPPHPHPPPHHPHHHPPPP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
geothermie
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CHP here and
now
The increasing energy needs of hotel and
catering establishments may make the use
of heat+power cogeneration worthwhile particularly in view of further rising energy
prices. The kick-off of a new event format
on this topic, “CHP.NRW here and now”,
has now been held in the Lippeschlösschen
restaurant in Wesel. This event, organised
by EnergyAgency.NRW’s CHP.NRW cogeneration campaign in cooperation with the
German Hotel & Catering Association (DEHOGA), provided immediate insights into
the operation of the restaurant’s three CHP
plant units. “This new series of events takes
us into catering and hotel establishments
and their basements to provide information, based on practical examples, on the
use of cogeneration”, commented Dominik
Holzapfel, of EnergyAgency.NRW.

“Cologne saves CO2” a success:

500,000
kg mark
reached
The citizens of Cologne have saved
500,000 kg of CO2 and thus reached their
target a whole month before the end of the
“Cologne saves CO 2” climate-protection
campaign. Cologne has had a commitment to climate-protection since as long
ago as 1993 and plans to halve municipal
emissions by 2030, and by 80 per cent
in the longer term, taking the year 1990
as the basis. Greenhouse gas emissions
are also to be cut by 10 per cent every five
years.
innovation & energy 4 | 2014

Full relaxation – little CO2
Excursions to NRW’s hilly Eifel region could
be climate-friendly from A to Z in the future.
This is the aim of the new “Climate-fitness
programme for excursion and leisure destinations in the Eifel” pilot project, which
was launched this autumn by EnergyAgency.NRW, the North Eifel Nature Park and
the Joint Tourism Committee for the Eifel
National Park. The project is addressed
to the operators of tourist attractions, for
whom no systematic climate-protection
and energy efficiency opportunities have

existed up to now: theme parks, museums
and historical attractions, swimming and
wellness complexes, boat-trip and ski-lift
operators, for example.

AHEEEHAPKPJPKPMMAKFKIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEGALEGBDNDEHBPBNFFFNB
OANGFGFIGKEFFKNLPCKDIGFLAEJDO
BEJEGNFACJHGMJEAJPLMNECHLMKHI
PLAJGEFMGJCFHBAOMBBIDOOGJFOGN
MNNFNFEHKJHOBDGJNDOAAHFHACBLP
APBBBPAPCIPDHCFFOHKHHCGDELMBE
HHHHHHHPPHHPHPPHHPPHHHHHHPPPP

For further information on
opportunities for ecological
travel and relaxation in the
Eifel, visit:
www.naturpark-eifel.de

And the winner is…
Nettersheim
Nettersheim has won the HolzProKlima
campaign’s “Use wood, protect the climate” competition. HolzProKlima, made
up of wood-industry associations, has set
itself the task of disseminating information on wood as a material for building and
other purposes, and on its capabilities as
a counterbalance against carbon dioxide.
During its NRW-wide competition, the
campaign sought out municipalities that
have made use of the properties of wood
as a construction material in an intelligent
and contemporary manner in building projects. Twenty NRW municipalities entered
their contributions. A short-list of the ten
best was then submitted to an impartial
expert jury, which selected the three ulti-

mate winners. Third place went to Lohmar,
with its timber bridge for heavy-goods traffic, while the :metabolon energy-capability
centre, a joint project between the Bergisch Districts and the City of Leverkusen,
came second. Nettersheim, which could
boast several major wood-based projects,
had the accolade of being the overall winner.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
biomasse

AHEEEHAPKLMGCEBJHKNLOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEPEHMCNOMHBHBPBNFFFNB
OEOACCFNAKIFMPCINELDHGFICCPDO
ICFMMBFPKEMPLEJIHPLENECHLEKEJ
PHNMGKFBHIEOCPHGMBBIDOOGLBMON
MNFFNNEPKEGIPELIPDCIAHFHACBLP
APBBBPAPCBAHANPNOBKHHCHDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPHPHHHHHPPPHHPHHHPPPP
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Wallen takes the
safe course
– and a short cut to the energy turnaround

T

he cock crows on the dung heap in Wallen at a
quarter to eleven in the morning. Sunrise is long
past, so the good avian seems to be a little late.
Maybe his “clock” is missing a spring. But maybe he’s
just a little smarter, maybe he knows something others
don’t? That, due to the curvature of the earth, or simply to the way things are, every unutterably advanced
pole-positioner is bound at some time or other (after
an almost completed circumnavigation of the earth) to
reappear in the rear-view mirror. This is, so to speak, a
law of nature. Anyone who once thought themselves
so far ahead is then suddenly lamentably behind Wallen. Because: Wallen is a bioenergy village. Here, the
energy turnaround has practically been completed al-
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ready. So since 2011 Wallen has not only been in the
Hochsauerland region of high hills but instead, so to
speak, in the future!
Half-timbered houses, brickwork and narrow
streets! Real centres look different. Like a town, for
example. The town is the living space of the future
- and the UN says so. Cities are big, and some are
getting even bigger. 80 per cent of the German population lives in cities. Everyone everywhere is talking
about metropolises. Metropolises are even bigger, and
fast-moving to boot. They represent the current peak
of time-and-space compression possible by human
hand. And people in metropolises are not infrequently
proud of this. Sometimes, cities - and metropolises,

innovation & energy 4 | 2014

The operator of the “heart
chambers”: a biogas plant and a
CHP plant unit are in operation on
Wilhelm Seemer’s farm.

innovation & energy 4 | 2014
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Change (progress) happens in
the big centres, and spreads
from them out to the periphery.

In her office:
Mechthild Giesmann manages the
co-operative from
office space in her
private apartment.
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most especially - are considered centres of problemsolving capability, because so many people and thus
so many potentials (“human resources”) are concentrated in them. Centres are important for how we envisage change in practical terms. Change (progress)
takes place in such centres, and expands from there
into the periphery. But in far too many cases, future
viability looks far from good in cities - particularly
where energy supplies and climate-protection are
concerned. “neue energien” (“new energies sources”), the renewables magazine, has ascertained
in Dortmund, for example: the transition to a modern climate-protection metropolis has not yet been
achieved (9/2014 issue). According to this edition,

AHEEEHAPKLMGCEBJHKNLOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEPEHMCNOMHBHBPBNFFFNB
OEOACCFNAKIFMPCINELDHGFICCPDO
ICFMMBFPKEMPLEJIHPLENECHLEKEJ
PHNMGKFBHIEOCPHGMBBIDOOGLBMON
MNFFNNEPKEGIPELIPDCIAHFHACBLP
APBBBPAPCBAHANPNOBKHHCHDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPHPHHHHHPPPHHPHHHPPPP

Dortmund meets just 5.8 per cent of its electricity
and 2.2 per cent of its heating needs from renewable
sources. Wallen covers nearly 100 per cent of its heat
requirements from biogas and wood chips. So does
Wallen have something that cities and the rest of the
world could profitably imitate?
Profile: Wallen has existed since around the 11th
century. There are brown cows in the meadows, and
it’s round about 700 metres from one end of the village to the other. There are two guesthouses, a general
store and a flower shop. Geographers would describe
Wallen as a “linear village”; it has 510 inhabitants in 120
households, of which 107 are connected to the co-operatively operated local-heating system. Wallen also
has a thriving club scene. There is a rifle and an angling
club. “But the athletics club and the fire-brigade, that’s
where you meet most villagers”, Mechthild Giesmann
(photo, top left), general manager of the energy co-operative, tells us. Her office is a small room in her apartment, opposite the living room. It has two computers,
one “business” and one private. As the honorary manager explains, the structures have grown “organically”.
The word “honorary” is capitalised here. One can, of
course, find this amusing, and quickly interpret it as

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/biomasse
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an indication of a certain isolation from the world at
large, and assume a slightly superior smile - but one
shouldn’t! All this simply expresses the fact that this
community has established institutions for itself, and
that this institutionalisation, for its part, reflects well
established structures of communication and cooperation. That has its advantages. “Sticking together
is the secret of success. Even the smallest ‘town’ is
too big for that. Here, everyone knows everyone, and
everyone talks to everyone”, notes Arnold Donner, the
co-operative’s chairman. So it may well be that the
idea of founding a bioenergy village didn’t take long
to spread through Wallen, once it had been mooted
at an impromptu birthday party in 2010.
Solidarity, community and cooperation - in bioenergy villages, there’s no getting round the various
stages of energy socialisation. This is what bioenergy
villages have in common: the bioenergy village is both
an energy and a sociological phenomenon - and prototypical, so to speak, of Wallen. Arnold Donner has
even found a motto that puts it in a nutshell: “One for
all and all for one!”. A motto definitely not coined in
Wallen, a borrowing, instead, from Alexandre Dumas and why not! Cooperation - this, putting it succinctly, is
the give and take that benefits everybody. The bound-

Co-operation – put succinctly,
it’s the give and take that benefits everyone.

innovation & energy 4 | 2014

ary location - on the periphery of the achievements
of the modern (size and speed) - obviously provides
good conditions for cooperation. More remote towns
and villages in the hilly Hochsauerland and Oberbergisch districts were disadvantaged even during the
age of electrification around 100 years ago, when the
utilities simply installed a transformer station in the
village, leaving all other connections to the villagers.
But a virtue was made of necessity, and cooperation,
as a result, is now a habit tried and proven by tradition.
Wallen’s technological “heart” has no less than
two (cardiac) chambers: a biogas plant, which supplies
a CHP plant unit with an output of 220 kWth, has stood
on farmer Wilhelm Seemer’s land since 2005. The
heat generated used to be simply discharged into the atmosphere as waste heat. The germinating idea was to meet the
nursery school’s heat needs
of around 170,000 kWh/a using this waste heat. Nowadays,
the energy co-operative takes
all of this heat and distributes
it via a 5.5 kilometre long heating network. Wilhelm Seemer’s
electricity, on the other hand,
is fed entirely into the public
grid. The heating distribution
centre additionally constructed by the co-operative features
a wood-chip furnace and has

Wallen consciously puts its faith in
wood as its source
of energy.
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“We didn’t become a bioenergy
village only for the sake of the
environment.”

Arnold Donner: under his
chairmanship, the
co-operative takes
one step after the
other.

an output of 850 kW. The necessary wood fuel is obtained at normal market prices from management of
the surrounding forests. The village’s photovoltaics
installation with its 99 kWp output is nothing more
than the icing on the cake. Investments for the woodchip heating installation and heat network amounted
together to some 1.8 million euros, while the PV system required another 200,000 euros. Nonetheless:
“At the moment, thanks to the ending of various auxiliary costs for heat customers, we are able, with a heat
price of 8.5 cents per kilowatt hour, to compete with
the regional gas utility”, Donner affirms.
That sounds good! It almost sounds as if Wallen
even now has the resources for the next steps, the
next expansion, the next additions. The prospects
are like those that would push a share price rapidly
upward. “No, slow down! One thing after another”. Yet
another caution from Arnold Donner, one that gives

Heat distribution
in a rural location

L

ocal-heating systems harbour great potentials
for energy-savings in rural regions. In addition to
environmentally friendly generation of heat from
renewable energy sources, there are also benefits to
be found in lower dependency on rising oil and gas
prices. An EnergyAgency.NRW guide aimed at assisting in the planning of local-heating projects in rural
areas will go on-line in December. It will provide information above and beyond the basic technological
and economic principles, from the germinating idea
up to and including planning of system construction.
www.nahwaermenavi.de
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the impression that the people of Wallen really do
know that there has to be another course. Because
Wallen is small, its steps are a littler shorter. “Thinking
big” just doesn’t fit in here. Some time ago, the local
newspaper carried a story that the co-operative was
also intending to take up wind power, as well. Just a rumour. “We know our limitations”, says Donner. Nor will
there be any expansion of the supply territory, to the
neighbouring village of Calle, for example. As Donner
tells us, “The system has no capacity for expansion”.
Of course everybody’s heard of Saerbeck, the Münsterland community that boasts of covering its heating
and electricity needs 100 per cent from regenerative
sources. “But that’s not our aim”, states Donner. In
Wallen, growth and expansion do have their limits.
What may, at first glance, look like neo-romanticism or, somehow, retro (and therefore non-modern)
is, in reality, a long way from it. Arnold Donner represents Wallen’s home-cooking recipe: a pinch of common sense from here, a pinch of common sense from
there, stir well and then stand back and think it over!
That doesn’t make understanding easy, of course, but
it shields against extremes and protects against becoming ideologists. You could call it pragmatism, for
the sake of simplicity. For example: “We didn’t become
a bioenergy village only out of concern for the environment”, the civil-engineer continues. Oil and gas prices
were just starting to rise again when Wallen began
its transformation into a bioenergy village. So “price
stability” was one factor. A not insignificant element
in the decision was also the fact that farmer Seemer’s
CHP plant unit already had six solid years of operation
behind it. “So the risk was low”, Donner adds.
Not only official announcements by the county
and university town of Meschede are displayed at a
central location in the village, but also the invitation to
(and information on) the most recent meeting of the
members of the co-operative. This meeting unveiled
the results of a recent poll: 100 per cent of co-operative members are satisfied with their heat-supply arrangements. It may therefore be justified to ask whether the things that are regarded throughout the land as
“progress” (higher, faster, further) really contribute
to the energy turnaround or whether they might not
even be counterproductive. In Wallen, they seem to be
reaching their targets more quickly by going slowly.
There can only be one explanation: Wallen knows a
short-cut to the Energiewende (energy turnaround)!

innovation & energy 4 | 2014

Bioenergy villages?
Bioenergy villages are villages that meet a major portion of their heat
and/or electricity needs from local biogenic energy sources. There
is, as yet, no standardised definition of a bioenergy village, however.
Wallen is, of course, not the only one of its type in North RhineWestphalia; there are now around a dozen such villages in our federal
state. In Germany as a whole, Jühnde, in Lower Saxony (District of
Göttingen), has since 2006 been the country’s first bioenergy village.

B

ioenergy village projects are generally implemented by co-operatives, i.e., the inhabitants of
a village band together to restructure its energy
supply arrangements. One inestimably valuable factor has proven to be that the citizens are prepared to
perform honorary activities for the co-operative. An
example: Gummersbach-Lieberhausen: in more than
5,000 hours of voluntary work, the members of the
co-operative there have energetically invested their
labour in the construction of the system, themselves
excavating the trenches for the building services cables, for instance. Operation and charging are also
very largely based on honorary activities. The system
is controlled and monitored by the villagers on a “400
euro” (reduced taxation rate) basis. The furnace must,
in addition, be cleaned once each quarter, and this

innovation & energy 4 | 2014

work is also performed by the members. This keeps
operating costs low and at the same time boosts village solidarity.
Bioenergy villages offer numerous economic and
social benefits - and the word has now got around!
There are therefore numerous potential imitators. EnergyAgency.NRW supports such projects with advice
and practical assistance, in order to clear the path to
the bioenergy village methodically and systemically.
“We have now accompanied several municipalities on
their way to bioenergy village status. It has proven useful if the villagers have not only technical know-how
available, but also someone, such as an accountant,
for example, who knows their way around the financial
aspects”, comments Bernd Geschermann of Energy
Agency.NRW.

Infos:
geschermann@
energieagentur.
nrw.de
AHEEEHAPOIHDHBHPILAOOALNKPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIDMOFDFDIHAHBDFONPBNFFFNB
IGCPIJFNLPFEHDGABNIBCLPBBPBBOGNOJ
ADFNPEFIKFAGLFODJEAGAJOIIKAIOCNGJ
EPGLJLFHCJLGEKPPOJCJBNPIDOBOOGJOI
CGFOKAFELIAKNDGPOHJFPNMAAKBCNGNPB
MNFFFFEHDIMKAABFMDJEANOOAHFHAAJHI
APBBBPAPMPMHLJCHOINOADHBADHHBKPFB
HHHHHHHPPHPHPPPPPHHPHPPHHHPPHHPPH
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Bioenergy + CHP =
Model municipalities
Biogas in combination with CHP systems - not an everyday occurrence. Such projects are now to be implemented in three CHP model municipalities, however.

G

ermany has around 8,000 biogas installations, of which 116 include a gas-preparation
plant and subsequent feed of the gas into the
natural-gas grid. Processing of biogas to biomethane
means that there is no longer any difference compared
to fossil natural gas, and that it can then be fed into
the natural-gas transmission grid without complications. Use in existing facilities is also possible with no
time- and cost-consuming investments.
The great advantage of biomethane is that it is
eminently suitable, thanks to the spatial and chronological separation of production and use, and thanks
to temporary storage in the gas distribution network’s existing infrastructure, for the storage and
demand-orientated supply of electricity from renewable energy sources.
The detail projects based on the concepts presented by the CHP model municipalities Bad Laasphe, Saerbeck and the joint Ostbevern/Telgte outline, include not only further CHP technologies and
proposals for the expansion/addition of CHP, but
also the integration of bioenergy in the form of biomethane CHP plant units. The cost-efficiency of the
planned biomethane CHP plant units is currently under examination.
Bad Laasphe wishes to install a local-heating
system in the town centre. The heat for this is to be
supplied by two CHP plant units, the electricity generated being fed into the public grid. A new biomethane CHP plant unit operating in combination with
an air-water heat pump is planned for the southern
heat-distribution system in the town. The fact that

12

the heat for numerous buildings is generated centrally and extremely efficiently makes it possible to
supply residents with heat at a rational price (www.
bad-laasphe.de).
The municipality of Ostbevern and the town
of Telgte intend, inter alia, to augment their localheating system with a central biomethane CHP plant
unit in a joint project, and to feed the electricity into
the grid. Heat will be centrally generated in a heating distribution centre (biomethane CHP plant unit,
buffer storage system, gas-fired boiler). The heat
will be distributed via a local-heating system to be
constructed. Two residential areas and a commercial
estate have been selected for supply via these localheating networks (www.kwkhochzwei.de).
The municipality of Saerbeck, already known
as an “NRW climate municipality”, intends to exploit
synergies between existing local biogas installations.
The central CHP plant units planned are to be fed
with biogas from the surplus production of existing biogas plants at the local bioenergy farm. The
construction of a new 4.7 km long biogas pipeline is
planned for this purpose. The distributed CHP plant
units are to be fed using biomethane and the existing gas grid (www.klimakommune-saerbeck.de).
Contact: sabine.schneider@energieagentur.nrw.de

AHEEEHAPKGGGEMEFLKFLEPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEDFLNOFHNPEHBPBNFFFNB
LFJACEFOECJMLBLIACJCFGFLAANDO
DFEJFJFAMOPEKICBLPOENHDHLEKGJ
HPJIDOFBEGAPINHGMLLJJGOELDIOE
MNNNFFEHKDKIKFJJFELIAHFHAKBOP
APBBBPAPCKOKLJINHBBHHCHDEOKBM
HHHHHHHPPHPPPPPPPPHHHHHHHPPPP

www.kwk-kommunen.nrw.de
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100 fuel-cell micro CHP
plants

J

ust around two years since the start of the
“progres.nrw – CHP programme sector” NRW
heat+power cogeneration (CHP) funding programme for companies, the Arnsberg regional government has now sent out its 100th grant decision
for a fuel-cell-based micro CHP plant to an applicant
in NRW. The 100th fuel cell to be used will
take the form of a BLUEGEN system
manufactured by Ceramic Fuel Cells,
of Heinsberg, and will, when connected to the natural-gas system,
have an electrical output of 1.5 kWe
and a potentially record-breaking
electrical efficiency of 60 per cent.
Overall efficiency will be 85 per
cent, permitting CO2 savings of 50
per cent.
North Rhine-Westphalia was the
first federal state in Germany to set up a
programme for funding of investments in fuel-cell
CHP plants, in order to significantly reduce the still applicable extra costs of fuel cells for system operators,
and thus take an important step toward the market
launch of this technology. The state of NRW has up
to now invested more than 1.25 million euros for fuel

cells, with co-financing from the EU. It is intended in
future to subsidise fuel cells on a scale graduated by
installation size, and to provide a grant of, for example, 12,500 euros for a 1.5 kWel system. Other federal states, such as Baden-Württemberg, Hesse and
Saxony have now followed suit.
EnergyAgency.NRW is supporting the
state’s CHP expansion targets with its
“CHP.NRW – Heat joins power” campaign. In cooperation with associations, manufacturers, the craft
trades, supply utilities, energy consultants, research institutions and
public administration in NRW, this
campaign focuses a diverse range
of sub-campaigns and provisions
which are intended to raise awareness
of CHP technologies, their benefits and
their applications. Since the year 2000, EnergyAgency.NRW’s Fuel Cell and Hydrogen NRW
network has also been working with its more than four
hundred members on behalf of the state government
on the development and the market launch of fuel-cell
technology and is participating in the creation and implementation of relevant funding programmes.

www.energie
agentur.nrw.
de/18337
AHEEEHAPNIKLFDLIJBGCFPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBCFHIHFGJDFKEPBNFFFNB
OHIKFIFNDABOHGBBIMICADLGDOFKI
FIJCGBFGKNILAOJFOEKGMMKMIGLNB
MMEKNGFCJGPBPDMPJMGGJLLHIOLHJ
MNFNFNEPDGHBCJPBBDBEAHFHAGLKB
APBBBPAPGKHKMDMEGKJEGCGAHNLIM
HHHHHHHPPPPHHHHPPHPHHHHPHHPHP

Model CHP projects rewarded
The representatives of the award-winning municipalities in the “CHP model
municipality” competition spotlighted their projects at EnergyAgency.
NRW’s first CHP.NRW Forum. NRW climate minister Johannes Remmel also
handed over the corresponding certificates
for the outlines submitted by Bad Laasphe,
Iserlohn, Krefeld, Saerbeck and the joint
Ostbevern/Telgte concept, Remscheid,
Solingen and Wuppertal. These include
district or local heating, fuel-cell CHP plants
and CHP from renewable energy projects.
It thus encompasses the entire scope of
all CHP applications of relevance to NRW
citizens. www.kwk-für-nrw.de
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Part 3: Biomass
energy
Renewable Energy NRW potentials study

New
funding for
metabolon
project

T

he :metabolon project being conducted by the Bergischer Abfallwirtschaftsverband BAV wastemanagement alliance for the Bergisches
Land and the Cologne University of Applied Sciences is to be further expanded.
The overall aim of this project is the
expansion, by way of example, of modern
methods for energy- and materials-route
utilisation of leftovers from municipal
waste-management activities. The topics
of biogas, incineration and the processing
of landfill leachate has already been explored in more depth during a first project
phase in pilot systems at the joint teaching
and research station at the Leppe landfill
site in Lindlar.
The new focus of conversion of watercontaining biomasses such as bio-waste
and treatment sludge using the hydrothermal carbonisation (HTC) process is to be
added in the now upcoming phase. These
forms of waste are converted, without the
need for drying, to a biochar, the utilisation
routes for which are to be explored.
This new phase of the :metabolon
project is to receive 1.4 million euros of
funding from the State of North RhineWestphalia.

www.metabolon.de
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AHEEEHAPONPCJJDIAIIFBPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIPNGMOACEKBOAPBNFFFNB
NCDINPFIPBOFOGOMIBOGAOCANAJLJ
DNLBMIFDOPOFEBJCGNMIKGBFOANGI
KCHPFEFJAKKLFAKGAFCFPGGAOKLOI
MNFFNFEHLGPOCGCJDKLCAHFHAANPA
APBBBPAPMKIEFIAFPFPDBCGBBJLBF
HHHHHHHPPHHHHHHHHPPPPHPHHHPPH

T

he third part of the Renewable Energy NRW potentials study has now
been published: Following “Wind”
and “Solar”, NRW’s bioenergy potentials have now been delineated. The aim
of this study is that of defining the potentials for and limitations of renewable
energy in North Rhine-Westphalia. The
biomass study states the potentials for
utilisation of bioenergy from agriculture,
forestry and the wastemanagement industry
in the power and heat
sector in a range of
different scenarios. The potentials
outlined have
been determined taking
due account of
competing utilisations, sustainability aspects and other
environmental and
nature-conservation
necessities. The study
also includes basic data on
the expansion of bioenergy for various planning levels, site locators and the
interested public.
The study demonstrates that biomass even now makes a significant contribution to energy supplies in NRW. In 2012,
around 80 per cent of net regenerative
heat output and just on 40 per cent of regenerative electricity were obtained from
biomass. Among other factors, bioenergy is attractive for its versatility and easy
storability, which make it a dependable
balancing element in weather-dependent
energy generation. It is possible in this way
to assure a more stable electricity grid.
The study locates not yet totally exploited potentials in the enhancement of the

efficiency of existing facilities. Potentials
in the field of the energy-route utilisation
of green waste and liquid manure, for example, are mentioned explicitly. The focus
is to be directed from energy crops to the
cascaded use of agricultural and forestry
bio-waste and residues, with the aim of reducing the pressure on overused arable
land. The term “cascaded use” signifies a
succession of materials- and energyroute uses of one and the same
feed material: green waste
to biogas, for generation
of electricity and heat,
or for feeding as a
natural-gas substitute into the
existing transmission grid, for
example. The digestate is then composted and used
as organic fertiliser. The expansion of
bioenergy production
is to take place, primarily, at the qualitative level.
The state government
began the updating of its biomass plan
of action following the publication of this
study. Provisions for exploitation of the
potentials, taking account of diversified
interests and the conditions imposed by
the Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG),
are to be drafted in expert discussions with
representatives from science and the industry.
The feasible potentials for all counties and self-administering towns in NRW
can be viewed on EnergyAgency.NRW’s
Bioenergy Atlas.NRW website. Maps permit an overview of the NRW regions which
have the greatest potential capacities for
the generation of electricity and heat from
biomass.
innovation & energy 4 | 2014

Biogas CHP supplies
local industry

F

rom farmer to energy supplier - Wolfgang Becker, of Vreden-Gaxel (County of Borken) has not regretted his
decision: for years, he has supplied a local residential and care home, including a
disabled-persons workshop, with environmentally friendly, low-cost heat from a biogas CHP plant unit. He has now expanded
his operation, and also intends to supply
companies in the adjacent industrial zone
from two new biogas CHP units.
Becker began planning his project in
2013. Initial talks with a number of local
firms were encouraging. Two companies,
in particular, quickly signalled their great
interest in low-cost heat supplies.
The CHP plant units, two machine
sets with a combined thermal output of
420 kW, were designed with support from
PlanET Biogastechnik GmbH, of Vreden,

and routes for the biogas pipeline from the
agricultural establishment to the industrial zone (around 2,400 metres) and the
heat distribution lines within the industrial
zone planned. The participants’ bank was
to supply the financing, and an application
was also submitted for a low-interest loan
from the KfW bank’s “Renewable Energy Premium” programme.
EnergyAgency.NRW’s climate networker for the Münster governmental region was co-opted into the negotiations in
June 2014, since the up to this time successful talks had reached an impasse.
Climate networker Rüdiger Brechler offered to chair the negotiation talks on an
impartial basis provided the companies
involved agreed. With success: further
talks with Tenwinkel GmbH & Co. KG led
to the solution of the remaining ques-

tions of heat price, price trend, and the
final technical details concerning the suppliable hot-water temperature. The new
paint-spraying line at Tenwinkel, which
produces tractor weights and commercial ballast systems, will in future be supplied with heat from the nearby biogas
CHP plant units. Information: brechler@
energieagentur.nrw.de

WindDialog.NRW:
On-line citizen office opens

E

nergyAgency.NRW’s services will
in future also include an innovative
concept to support the expansion
of wind energy in NRW: WindDialog.NRW.
This Internet platform (www.winddialog.
nrw.de) provides an overview of current
wind-energy projects in the state. It features clear, easily viewed information for
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the citizens, and support for municipalities
in presenting their projects without great
effort and in reacting at an early stage to
the population’s questions or reservations.
In addition to basic information on
the subject of wind energy, the platform
will also feature, above all, dynamic, project-specific contents. Citizens will be informed on planning for the designation of
concentration zones in the various municipalities in profile-form in separate project
spaces. It will also be possible to enable
citizens to receive answers to questions on
specific on-the-spot projects and to participate in the planning process.
This Internet platform can be used
to provide complete and comprehensive
information on projects, and thus reduce
information deficits among the population.
Users will benefit from the factual information on wind energy, which will be uploaded to the platform by EnergyAgency.
NRW. This will help in dispelling citizens’

doubts, and thus lighten the administrative burden.
Early feedback even from non-organised citizens can be obtained via this
platform. In addition, it will broaden the
population’s general and, indeed, expert
knowledge. The municipalities will thus be
able to shape their planning appropriately,
to take account of local factors.
Last, but not least, the platform reinforces, in a state-wide interchange, the
already existing relations with the various
players, enabling users to learn from users. Information: wind
dialog@energie
agentur.nrw.de

www.winddialog.nrw.de

AHEEEHAPJKNELJGKNGDFBPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNKAOMGMLFGACBPBNFFFNB
NBBBKHFLKINPILMKIPIDIIJIINFFK
PCAPBFFMDENHNANKHEMAEEKLNIDFB
CEGFEBFCIOFJLCENBCEOFCMFHGKPH
ENNNNFEPKMFHGFFPDFCBAHFHADFBK
APBBBPAPIDKKOGIFINAKGAHHCCFKN
HHHHHHHPPHPHPPPHPPHHHPHHPPPHP
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Is the energy
turnaround getting
across?

T

his was the question discussed at the Cluster
EnergyResearch.NRW’s annual conference,
chaired by Tom Hegermann, in late October in
Düsseldorf. “The Energiewende (energy turnaround)
is an exceptionally complex project in which everything must interact, and in which many participants
and players are necessary and, indeed, indispensable for the success of the project as a whole. No
social group will be able to tackle alone this greatest
industrial and political project in the Federal Republic since reunification and this Herculean pan-social
challenge. Industry, science, politics and civil society
must together find the right path, and make their contribution”, affirmed NRW’s science minister, Svenja
Schulze, in her welcoming address.
As subsequent discussion showed, the transformation of the energy system is necessitating rethinking at all levels. “We need 80 million ‘energy turnarounders’ and a debate throughout society on the
energy-policy concept”, emphasised Prof. Dr. Manfred
Fischedick, of the Wuppertal Institute. “Clearly defined
targets and an appropriate framework for action help
in boosting acceptance of the energy turnaround”,
added PD Dr. Dietmar Lindenberger, of the Institute
of Energy Economics at the University of Cologne. “We
need new concepts for greater participation by citi-

Web-tool helps

zens from all social levels and roles”, emphasised Prof.
Dr. Hans J. Lietzmann, of the Bergische University of
Wuppertal. And, as Prof. Jürgen-Friedrich Hake, of the
Jülich Research Center also commented: “We have to
rethink present-day processes of communication and
go to the people to generate trust”.
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Howaldt, of the sfs institute for
social research at TU Dortmund University, noted
that complex processes of social change such as
the energy turnaround can succeed only if they are
conceived as comprehensive innovation projects in
which technological and social innovations mutually
stimulate and promote each other. “Technological developments must not be conceived without people”,
underlined Prof. Dr. Petra Schweitzer-Ries, of the Bochum University of Applied Sciences.
In conclusion, Udo Sieverding, of the Consumer
Centre NRW, pointed out, using the watchword of
“energy poverty”, that rising electricity prices would
mean a continuously growing number of households
landing among the losers of the energy turnaround.
“Energy policy and the energy industry must share
the responsibility here”, Sieverding noted.

E

nergyAgency.NRW is currently developing a
web-based tool to assist in local marketing and
on-site consumption of electricity from decentralised systems employing renewable energy sources
or heat+power cogeneration. The tool enables users
to reconstruct his or her own specific case using a
range of parameters. It also performs an approximate
estimation of cost-efficiency for the case entered, and
states the obligations which will arise.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/finanzierung
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AHEEEHAPDCDKCNFGHKFAMPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNKFGJOJGNPBGIPBNFFFNB
OHPOPPFDEPFEKLDFHNFPBGIMJJJDH
DPHCINFAJPFJAGOPOIKCJHBHLCODL
PKAELIFPHANFBKDNHNLOIOGOAADHI
MFFNNNEHBOMFLAFAOHJAAHFHAKDLO
APBBBPAPOOEDNIIODFGACDEDEKOJO
HHHHHHHPPPHPPHHPPHHPPPPPHPHPP
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Energy efficiency – the
essence of the energy turnaround
Energy efficiency, alongside consistent expansion of the use of renewables, is a definitive element in the Energiewende (energy turnaround). For this reason, the EU has set a binding framework for improvement of energy efficiency in its Energy Efficiency Directive.

T

he 2012 edition of this directive obliges the
member states to save 1.5 per cent annually of
their average annual final energy usage each
year from 2014 to 2020, on the basis of the reference
years 2010 to 2012. Energy efficiency is also an integral component of EU climate-protection policy for the
2020 to 2030 period. All of the federal German states
must increase their efforts significantly if these EU
targets are to be achieved. The same applies equally to
national targets. Here, the National Energy Efficiency
Plan of Action (NAPE) to be adopted by the cabinet by
the end of 2014 is to form the centrepiece. This plan is
intended to assure achievement of national efficiency
targets and state the implementation and financing
instruments necessary for this purpose.
Improvement of energy efficiency is also an opportunity, since it is an engine of innovation for industry. It will be necessary to further expand and nurture
energy efficiency markets, in order to get this engine
up to operating speed. New ideas and new business
models must be evolved and tested. One thing is very
clear: these new models must be competitively orientated, because only market-driven competition for
efficiency improvements can generate an intrinsic
dynamic in the long term. These models should also
benefit the regional value chain and promote greater
cooperation with market partners. The regional energy-supply and energy-service provider enterprises
must be included as relevant players; they possess
significant potential.
Together with EnergyAgency.NRW, the NRW
climate ministry organised the “Boosting energy
efficiency markets” event. This conference was addressed to the supplier side of energy efficiency services, with well-known experts and pioneering thinkers from both Germany and abroad debating on the
podium. Various studies on fulfilment of Article 7 of
the European Energy Efficiency Directive, and thus
on enhancement of the mass impact of implementation and financing potentials, were presented to the
efficiency sector. Dr. Patrick Graichen, of Agora Energiewende, reported on a proposal for a market-orien-
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tated integration model, as a future energy efficiency
business concept. Best Practice examples, such as
the proKlima enercity-fund, and others by Danfoss
and Energetrium, led the event into the concluding
podium discussion between NRW climate minister Johannes Remmel, Christian Noll, of the German Corporate Initiative for Energy Efficiency (DENEFF), Daniela
Wallikewitz, of the German Association of Municipal
Utilities Supporting Sustainable Resource Management (ASEW), Gregor Schöler, of swb Services and
Dr. Norbert Verweyen, of RWE Effizienz.
Johannes Remmel is convinced of the potentials of the energy efficiency market: “North RhineWestphalia’s state government is creating effective
solutions and provisions to ensure that energy is used
more effectively and energy-costs are saved. The market for energy efficiency products harbours great potential for growth, and our task is to exploit it”.

AHEEEHAPKFLDJEEBMKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEDAHJHICJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NGLDECFPFMGJBJGGAMHHJCFOACPDO
CFLDPNFHPOGMDDMCIIKMNFCHLEKEJ
PDBIMNFOPPFFOGAFDBJJOCOKLBMPM
MNFNFNEHCAHFNGLAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCFBICNGOBBGGHDGDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPPPPPPPHPHHHPPPP

Photos from the “Boosting energy efficiency markets” event can be found at:
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/18338
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The Jammertal celebrates
New energy for wellness hotel
“Wellness” is not only for people, but for
nature, too, as has long been recognised
at the family-managed Jammertal Golf
& Spa Resort hotel in the Haard nature
park in Datteln-Ahsen. An environmentally friendly wood-chip heating system
with an output of 1,000 kW has now been
installed in this hotel complex, with its
around 100 rooms and apartments. Its
new self-sufficient heat supply has enabled this four-star establishment to make
reality of the desire to use only environmentally friendly heating. 800 tonnes of

wood chips obtained from wood leftovers
and waste now replace the former annual
consumption of 300 tonnes of fuel oil. The
hotel naturally always purchases its fuel
from producers in its region. The 240 m2
solar collectors mounted on the roof of
the complex assist the wood-fired heating system, enabling the hotel to save another 30,000 litres of oil. For the future,
the Jammertal is planning to convert parts
of its sauna, kitchen and laundry from
electrical to gas-based energy. A number
of high-efficiency pumps are to be used,
and the lighting in the areas of the hotel
accessible to the public converted to LED
technology.

Intelligence and efficiency
in a car workshop
Work is virtually continuous in car dealerships
and workshops, with
corresponding consumption of both electrical
and thermal energy. So
saving energy is without
doubt worthwhile - for
both small and large
companies.
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W

uppertal’s Alfons Schönauen
GmbH & Co. KG has for this reason invested a total of 2.7 million
euros in energy-efficient building modifications and climate-protection since
2009. This family-managed company is
an authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer, employing some sixty persons.
Refurbishment of the existing buildings and the new workshop building have,
it is true, effectively doubled the company’s indoor surface area, but energy consumptions have nonetheless remained
more or less constant.
The company’s directors found a particularly
inspired solution for the
lighting in the new 1,500
m2 workshop building: the
interior is adequately illuminated with daylight via
well insulated windows and
skylights (three illumination strips). The lights are
adjusted up as needed as
soon as photodetectors
register inadequate illumination for working. Another

innovative highlight is the automatic control system for the workshop doors. The
interior loses unnecessarily large volumes
of hot air to the atmosphere when large
workshop doors are opened. These losses
are reduced by having vehicles entering
the workshop pass over induction loops
which open the doors. The opening height
of the door is set individually to the height
of the particular vehicle in advance by the
door control system.
The economising principle also applies to the car wash: every wash requires
around 25 litres of water; only rainwater is
used for this purpose. It is routed from the
roof into a collecting tank, from which the
car wash then draws the necessary water.
After completion of the cycle, the water is
cleaned using a biological treatment system and returned for use in the next wash.

AHEEEHAPKFDOFEEACKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEKBHJGMCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NGPHECFIHEOODJKFAMHGLCFOACPDO
DHLDNNFPPKGMDBPKIIKENGBHLEKEJ
HPGHEJFNCPFGLGMFDBJIMCOKLBMPM
MNFNFNEPCAFFNHJAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCNFOCNGOBBGGHDHDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPPPPPPPHPPHHPPPP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
17903
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Local heating for parish in
Paderborn diocese
The parish of St. Alexander in Schmallenberg has been supplying four
properties with heat in a climate-friendly way via a wood-pellet boiler
and local-heating system since June 2014. These buildings – the rectory, Alexander House, the church and a multi-family residential building – were formerly heated using natural gas.

A

250 kW heating distribution centre was installed
in the spring of 2014, and a 140 m long network
of heating pipes laid under the church square.
The parish has been preparing for interior refurbishing of the St. Alexander parish church since 2010.
The work also included conversion of the hot-air heating system from only three outlets in the floor to a
continuous channel system. Another aim was also to
convert heat generation from natural gas to a climatefriendly source of energy at the same time.
During the winter, the church building is kept at
around 10 degrees Celsius and heated up to suitable
temperatures in good time for services. A high volume
of heat is then necessary in a short time. This used to
be provided by means of a high boiler output and long
heating-up times; now, this energy comes from four
buffer tanks, in addition to the heating boiler. These
tanks are of correspondingly large capacity, at 1,600
litres each. The tanks are recharged at times of low
heat demand, enabling the pellet-fired boiler to operate in long, energy-efficient cycles. This conforms with
the optimum combustion behaviour of solid-fuelled
boilers which can, by their very nature, not be heated
up and run down as quickly as gas- and oil-fired systems, since the fire-bed reacts more slowly. Thanks to
the incorporation of the buffer tanks, the boiler now
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operates at full load for long heating periods, thus
achieving a good efficiency and optimum emissions
data.
Until 2014, the parish’s four buildings had an
annual natural-gas consumption of 270,000 kWh.
Since the conversion, this energy requirement has
been met using around 55 t of wood pellets. The pellets are stored in a bunker of approx. 20 m3 capacity
in the Alexander House. Five to six deliveries of pellets
are necessary each year.

AHEEEHAPKFDGLEEJOKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPECBHJKNCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NGJBEGFMDEKLAJOEKMHHKCFOACPDO
HEDDLNFPPKHMDFOCIIKENFCHLEKEJ
HLBGMNFMPHJANGIFDBJJMCOKLBMPM
MNNNFNEPCEENNBLAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCNBIGNGOBBGGHDGDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPPPPPPPHPPHHPPPP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/18125
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Green electricity
turns grey

T

he amended Renewable Energy Sources Act
(EEG) has its implications - for land-based windenergy projects, too. “Innovation & energy”
spoke about this to Martin Holtgrewe, head of Energy
Generation/Wind Energy Project Sales at Naturstrom
AG. His company works, among other fields, in project development and the construction of wind-power
installations.

In a nutshell: What changes have there been?
Holtgrewe: The three most important are, firstly: mandatory direct marketing within the framework
of the market bonus model. This is intended to integrate renewables more firmly into the existing electricity market.
But this will not achieve genuine
market integration, instead it will
cause higher costs and higher
risks.
Secondly: The abandonment of exemption for green
electricity – this will make economically viable supply of highquality eco-electricity from EEG
installations to customers virtually impossible. Instead, the highquality electricity from regenerative sources will in future have to
been sold “below value” on the
spot market, where it will be adulterated with fossil
and nuclear-generated electricity to make “grey-zone
electricity”.
Thirdly: Changes in the system for financing of
renewables. From 2017 on, payments for regenerative
power installations are to be determined via so-called
tendering procedures. The federal government envisages from this greater cost-efficiency in implementation of the energy turnaround. Up to now, international
experience using this instrument has indicated exactly
the opposite, however: financing costs for renewables
have always risen enormously, market domination
problems arose, expansion targets were not achieved
and smaller players were forced out of the market.
What does the changeover from the principle of payment for feed-in to the principle of mandatory direct
marketing mean?
Holtgrewe: Direct marketing always means
more risks and more opportunities for its users, and
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results in intensive attention to market developments.
We are, basically, also in favour of that. But: the only incentive provided by the market bonus is that of
cutting back a wind-energy generator when negative
prices larger than the amount of the market bonus
are reached. And nothing else. Because no one can
switch on the wind, nor does it help to ‘learn market’.
There will also be extra costs under mandatory direct marketing for the generator operators for marketing, drafting of forecasts and profile services. So,
in principle, a reduction in income, without any lower
costs reaching the customer. And that’s not all: the
banks will demand a higher equity ratio, because of
the increased project risks for investors. Financing will be granted
only provided the operators can
prove they have a marketing
agreement with one of the large,
experienced direct marketers,
and this will lead to even greater
oligopolisation in this sector.
Instead of a mandatory
market bonus, we should retain
optional direct marketing with
a competitive diversity of players and business models, in order to achieve the best possible
market integration. This is why
we advocate the introduction of
an optional marketing model which will also permit
precisely direct marketing of the electricity to end
users.

How does the green-electricity market model work?
Holtgrewe: We developed the green-electricity
market model jointly with other eco-electricity suppliers. Under this optional direct-marketing instrument,
power suppliers receive certification of the electricity’s green origins, and are able to supply their customers with genuine eco-electricity from specific windand solar-power installations. EEG systems are then
financed via direct electricity purchasing, instead of
via the payment of EEG surcharge, at the same ratios
of costs and proportions as under the EEG system. It
is then the supplier’s task to match fluctuating generation of renewables to the also fluctuating consumption
by customers. An another advantage here: this model
puts no burdens on the EEG surcharge, and is also inline with European law.
innovation & energy 4 | 2014
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Horrem’s green
station
It is frequented daily by 12,000 pairs of legs, cost 4.3 million euros,
and saves an annual 24 tonnes of carbon dioxide! We’re talking
about Kerpen-Horrem station, the first anywhere in Europe to be
designed climate-neutral.

M

odernisation of the 654 m2 station complex signalled the start of German Railways’
“Green station” project. Trains have been
serving the station, the heating and cooling of which
is heat-pump-based, since March 2014. The photovoltaics installation generates 31,000 kilowatt hours
of power each year, while solar thermal modules assure hot water. Parts of the roof surfaces have been
planted, and rainwater captured there supplies the
cisterns in the station lavatories.
The extensive glass surfaces of the building
achieve a sophisticated combination of daylight usage and energy-saving LED lighting. And that’s not all:
German Railways has equipped all twenty-four seats
in the waiting room with USB and power connections,
in order to enhance convenience for passengers and
those meeting them. A Park-and-Ride car park has
been created to make the change from car to train
easier, and a footbridge constructed for easier accessibility.
The State of North Rhine-Westphalia subsidised
construction of the new station building via the Nahverkehr Rheinland (NVR) regional public transport organisation client to an amount of around 1.3 million euros, while the EU’s “Sustainable Stations” (SusStation)
programme also contributed some 1 million euros. The
“Sustainable Stations” initiative consists of five infrastructure organisations, from various countries of Europe, which are backing the creation of sustainable rail
stations. And the next project of this type is already on
the starting blocks: the station at Lutherstadt Wittenberg, in Saxony-Anhalt, is to be redesigned CO2 -free
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by 2017. Construction work will start this year. German Railways are thus implementing a programme of
civil-engineering aimed at making stations in Germany
climate-friendly. Geothermics, photovoltaics, and also
rainwater-utilisation systems, are to be applied to enable stations to be operated CO 2 -free in future, and
building materials derived from regenerative sources
used. Horrem station is located on the Cologne-toAachen line, and is served by two regional and suburban rapid transit routes.
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Big and
small work
together

C

itizens’ participation and large corporation successful together! How?
The wind farm in Jüchen has proven that it’s possible. In this project, implemented by RWE Innogy GmbH, it has been
possible since 2013 for citizens to take
stakes in two wind-energy installations,
thus combining many years of industrial
energy capability and self-determination
in co-operative form. The initiative for this
cooperation came from the company’s
employees and the “BürgerEnergie” citizens’ co-operative. Ultimately, the Neuss,
Düren and Kamp-Lintfort municipal utilities in 2014 also followed the citizens’ example. The towers were erected on recultivated land at the Garzweiler open-cast
mine, and now generate around 16,000
MWh of electricity, sufficient to supply
some 4,500 households with climatefriendly energy. The Senvion 3.4M104
machines are among the most productive on-shore turbines, and are optimally
suitable, with their spinner height of 128
m, for land-based use.
Now, one year after commissioning,
the Jüchen wind farm is drawing a balance: the first twelve months of operation
have been trouble-free, and wind power
generated according to schedule. This
assures profits for all those with a stake
in the farm. The energy co-operative has
thus been able - in its first year of existence - to approve and pay to the members a dividend of 3 per cent. This same
attractive percentage is also targeted for
the years to come, and makes this project
of great interest for many private citizens.
“BürgerEnergie” has thus sold shares of
a value of more than 640,000 euros in its
stake in the Jüchen wind farm.

AHEEEHAPKLEPFLHNLKFIOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPELJLEGMDADFHBPBNFFFNB
MBKCHAFIBNNIMKCBHECCOGFLAGLDO
COMGJAFKCFINGLDBPJKENHDHLEKCI
HPFIKOFOOCMBMCKGMNJJAOOFKDOOM
MNFFNFEHCLMGIOEIOEKAAHFHACBOO
APBBBPAPCKMGMHIFHPLGHCGDEOKJE
HHHHHHHPPPHPHHPHPPPHHPPHHHPPP
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On the Hydrogen
Route
The kick-off week for Climate Metropolis RUHR 2022
witnessed, for the first time ever, two bus tours along
the new “Hydrogen Route”. This itinerary links the
outstanding projects and activities in this field in the
Ruhr conurbation.

T

he first stop on the Rhine-Ruhr
Tour after leaving Duisburg, emissions-free, in one of transport operator Regionalverkehr Köln GmbH’s new
fuel-cell hybrid buses was the first and
up to now only public hydrogen filling station in NRW, located in Düsseldorf. Here,
Air Liquide focussed on the topic of hydrogen-powered mobility. The opportunity of test driving two fuel-cell propelled
cars was taken up with great enthusiasm.
The participants then returned to Duisburg, to the fuel cell research centre ZBT
GmbH, where they were able to gain information on the numerous potential
applications, state-of-the-art technology, current research focuses and the
special research potentials at the ZBT.
Not least important here are the many
long-term measurements performed
using modular test systems. These also
make it possible to simulate exacting
automotive conditions. The measuring technology used is so accurate that
even fluctuations in ambient air quality
are registered. The simultaneous measurement of subject and control objects
means that influencing of the results can
be excluded, however.

The Emscher-Lippe Tour two days later firstly visited the Bottrop sewage treatment plant, where the Emschergenossenschaft water authority recovers hydrogen
from treatment-plant gas in a two-stage
process. Hydrogen is also under consideration as an energy-storage medium, in
view of the greater future use of renewables for internal energy supplies. At the
Chemiepark in Marl, Air Liquide then showcased Europe’s largest high-pressure hydrogen filling installation, while Evonik provided an overview of the plant as a whole.
A concluding visit was then made to the
H2 User Centre in Herten, the power and
hydrogen needs of which are met entirely
from a local wind turbine and an energystorage system employing wind-power
electrolysis.
The total of thirty participants on
these two tours were enthusiastic at being able to experience current and future
energy turnaround technology close up
and at getting answers to their questions
from the experts. Such public tours are
now to be offered each year. Larger interested groups are also welcome to contact
the organisers directly, however (www.h2netzwerk-ruhr.de).

The picture shows the Emscher-Lippe Tour participants at the H2 User Centre in Herten.

www.diebuergerenergie.de
innovation & energy 4 | 2014
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Organic baker
charges up e-vehicles
Small and medium-sized enterprises also have to tackle the question of how to
integrate energy from renewables in their operations while fulfilling customers’
needs.

T

he bakers’ firm “Ihr Bäcker Schüren” based in
Hilden wants to exploit the potential of renewable energy to become CO2 -neutral by their own
efforts. The commitment of “Ihr Bäcker Schüren”
ranges from bread rolls and cakes made of organic
ingredients to the efficient and innovative handling
of energy and new ideas for environmentally friendly
mobility.
Recently the baker’s building in Hilden was converted into a commercial PlusEnergy House and now
generates more energy than it consumes. This has
been made possible thanks to a large number of measures taken. The heat recovered from the ovens to heat
the building and the efficient heat insulation play a
major role here. The refrigeration system is recooled
in the summer using a geothermal heat exchange installation. In the winter a water circuit laid under the
customer parking bays is used as a heat exchanger.
An interesting side effect is that there’s no longer any
need to clear snow at Schüren!
One striking feature is the solar carport, Photovoltaic energy is generated on its roof. Together with
the panels on the roof of the building a power output of
148 kWp is achieved. On closer examination it is noticeable that the installation does not face to the south but
to the south-east. “In a bakery it is necessary to cope
with an individual load profile where demand peaks
tend to arise in the morning hours. But a photovoltaic
installation facing south reaches its maximum output
around midday. Our special arrangement means that
overall some kWp are lost, but in the morning hours –
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the peak operating time - the installation works with
greater efficiency,” Roland Schüren, CEO of the bakery, explains.
In addition to the company’s energy management, the new mobility concept is also very important to him. The solar energy supplied is not only fed
into the building, but also supplies 14 charging points
for electric vehicles. At the “Kreuz Hilden Charging
Station“ customers and visitors can obtain 100 per
cent electricity from renewables for their electric vehicle – up to the end of 2014 this will not even cost
them anything. In this way Schüren wants to support
the cause of electromobility, which also fascinates
him personally. “We prefer it if the customers come
between 10 am and 1 pm, or even better up to 7 pm.
That’s when our PV installations generate more power
than we consume ourselves. The green electricity then
passes straight into the vehicles,” Schüren explains.
The subject of electromobility is consequently a
major issue for the company’s own fleet of vehicles.
A battery-powered Renault Twizy is at the disposal of
all trainees. And for the delivery of goods in the Düsseldorf region there are electrically powered delivery
vehicles.

Infos: www.kraftstoffe-der-zukunft.de

AHEEEHAPEIHNFDLMBIHENKHCNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIOAKBDMGIOIGIKNGMPBNFFFNB
MEIDPCFACNMFKGFHIMHFJFNGLHAFMGFPA
AHLOAKFIMJMHHKFCFNPONILFAFCEKAPAD
KDHBOKFHGPDFBPGDMFFGGCBDANGJHLNBN
CHKFDMFGNBMBJOKDHNBDJKBPEDJNPMJDI
MFFFNNEPAHGELGPFPKCCCFPKAHFHAANFD
APBBBPAPKMAKLFKEPHLDLIFJAEDCBHLLN
HHHHHHHPPHHHHPHHHPHPHHPPHPHPPPPHP
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9.12.2014

Climate-friendly
power plant
complex
On Tuesday, 9 December 2014, the EnergyAgency.NRW is joining together with the
North Rhine-Westphalian Climate Protection Ministry in the state’s representation
in Berlin to act as hosts for a symposium
on instruments for the climate-friendly
design of a power plant complex. As from
6.30 pm papers will be delivered and there
will be a panel discussion on the infeed priority of low-emission over high-emission
power plants.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/Termine

10.12.2014

Status seminar
Energy Research
As part of the EU-NRW programme “Regional Competitiveness and Employment
2007 – 2013” (EFRE) the NRW Science
Ministry announced in 2009 the promotional competition “EnergyResearch.NRW
– Innovative Energy Technologies for Tomorrow”. In order to present the status of
the research projects to date, the NRW
Science Ministry is joining with the Jülich
project sponsor ETN is issuing an invitation to a status seminar in Düsseldorf on
10 December 2014.
www.cef.nrw.de

19.-20.1.2015

“Fuels of the Future
2015“
From 19 to 20.1.2015 the association Bundesverband BioEnergie e.V. (BBE) and
other associations are issuing an invitation to attend the 12th International Expert
Conference “Fuels of the Future 2015” in
Berlin. In a total of twelve forums German
and international experts will be discussing what is new in technical development,
research, certification and market analy-
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sis. The Fuels and Drives of the Future
Network of EnergyAgency.NRW will also
be there showing off its capabilities with
its partners at the exhibitor forum.
www.kraftstoffe-der-zukunft.de

21.-22.1.2015

Energy in ﬂux
The transformation of the existing energy system to an energy supply based on
renewables will change the way industry
uses energy. For instance, surplus power
obtained from solar and wind energy can
be employed in a number of ways, such
as in chemical processes. The conference
entitled “Energy in Flux: Electricity as a Resource – What Now?”, to be held on 21 and
22 January 2015 in Oberhausen, will give
an overview of the possibilities and the
economic and political parameters for
the use of surplus electricity. The organisers are the Cluster EnergyResearch.NRW
(CEF.NRW) and Fraunhofer UMSICHT.
www.cef.nrw.de

25.-26.2.2015

BIO-raffiniert VIII
The industrial use of sustainable resources
is now well established topic and increasingly so. To date consideration of bio-refineries has often dwelt primarily on possible
resources and their sustainable use. Currently the spotlight is on the overarching
subject of the bio-based economy with its
opportunities and limits. With this in mind
Fraunhofer UMSICHT, EnergyAgency.
NRW and CLIB2021 are holding the conference “BIO-raffiniert VIII” on 25/26 February 2015 in Oberhausen.
www.bio-raffiniert.de

10.-12.02.2015

15. E-world energy &
water in Essen
In February E-world energy & water will
again be the rallying point for the international energy industry. The North RhineWestphalian Climate Protection Ministry
will also be there in Hall 3, Stand 370, with
the EnergyAgency.NRW and the Clusters
EnergyRegion.NRW and EnergyResearch.
NRW. Under the heading “Climate Protection – Made in NRW: Future Energies from
North Rhine-Westphalia” 20 companies
and research institutions will be exhibiting
key technologies for the energy systems of
the future and for climate protection. On
10 February the EnergyAgency.NRW will
be holding the 19th Expert Conference on
Future Energies.
www.e-world-2015.com, www.energieagentur.nrw.de, www.energieregion.
nrw.de and www.cef.nrw.de

13.- 17.4.2015

Climate protection
from NRW at
HANNOVER MESSE
Scenarios, technologies and solutions for
the transformation of worldwide energy
systems will be presented by the exhibitors at the lead trade fair Energy in Hanover. India is the trade fair’s partner country in 2015. The North Rhine-Westphalian
Climate Protection Ministry will also be
there with the EnergyAgency.NRW and
the Clusters EnergyRegion.NRW and EnergyResearch.NRW. On the joint stand Future Energies NRW in Hall 27, around 20
companies and scientific institutions from
NRW will be exhibiting.
www.hannovermesse.de, www.energieregion.nrw.de and www.cef.nrw.de
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European Energy Award 2014
NRW Climate Protection Minister presents award to 19 local
authorities and regional districts in Telgte.

T

he level of by NRW local authorities in the European Energy Award (EEA) continues to be very
high. In 2014 around 25 per cent of all NRW local
authorities took part in the EEA competition – and it is
anticipated that the proportion will increase further.
This is an indication that climate protection and the
Energiewende (energy turnaround) have now gone
from being an idea on paper to impinging on people’s
awareness.
In November 2014 in Telgte NRW Climate Protection Minister Johannes Remmel together with the
EnergyAgency.NRW presented the award to the local authorities and administrative districts who had
furthered the success of the Energiewende by their
special dedication in the field of climate protection
and energy efficiency. Remmel stressed:”The EEA is
a certificate and programme for municipal climate
protection activities which has earned recognition
throughout Europe. The participating towns and
communities prove that implementation of the Energiewende is vibrant in our state.” This means that
NRW is not only in the lead nationally well ahead of
Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg, but is also among
the leaders on a European level. The Minister emphasized that the EEA was a proven instrument of our
state in helping towns and communities to systematically exploit their saving potentials: “Municipalities
are important allies when it comes to achieving our
climate protection goals. With the EEA we assist them
in implementing such goals.”
Lothar Schneider, Director of EnergyAgency.
NRW, also stressed the exemplary character of the
EEA: “Each municipality which furthers climate protection in NRW with the EEA systematically and with
an eye to practical implementation is a gain for us.
Whether with or without the award – it is an inspiration
and motivation for other municipalities to become active in climate protection. By winning the award many
municipalities have attained an important goal.”
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The municipalities which received the European
Energy Award this year include Bielefeld, Willich and
Telgte. Among other things, Bielefeld has installed a
consultancy network regarding the energy modernisation of buildings, has erected two climate protection
estates and is planning another one.
Willich is investing in an energy-saving and resources-conserving future with energy-efficient new
buildings, by modernising existing real properties and
with a climate-friendly heat supply system. Finally Telgte, as one of the winning towns in the state competition “CHP Model Municipality”, is relying primarily on
expanding the CHP (Combined Heat and Power) -assisted generation of power and heat. Other award-winners include Dormagen, Dortmund, Hemer, Lippstadt,
Rhein-Sieg District, Schloss Holte-Stukenbrock, Siegen, Straelen, Verl, Wetter, Viersen, Rheinberg, Ibbenbüren, Neuss, Heiden and Lohmar.
A municipality receives a gold EEA if it implements at least 75 per cent of the measures which the
energy team of the municipality has drawn up with an
accredited consultant in the course of the management process spread over a number of years. The “silver” EEA is awarded to municipalities which have implemented at least 50 per cent of the agreed measures.

Photos of the
awards ceremony:
www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/18388
AHEEEHAPEKGJALBAJFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIGBKMHMPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBODJFFDDLPFOOHKJDCIMFABNFCMD
EJOMICFAKGDLGOLNNHPDIKHIOLPLM
KEAPJOFDEAEONBFKGOMHJNLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEHALBKIPNPKLEHAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKAAAKLBEODJCEDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPHHHPHPHPHHHHPHHPHP
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interview

To see or not to see – that
is the question!

W

hen it comes to wind turbines in the open
countryside, aesthetic considerations are
time and again the reason why the public does not take to them. The cry then goes up of a
blight on the landscape. Or people mock the turbines
as sticks of asparagus. So what do wind turbines have
to look like if they are not only to generate energy but
also be easy on the eye? We asked Professor Stefan
Wolf of the Ostwestfalen-Lippe University of Applied
Sciences, who is researching this problem.

ryday phenomenon; wind turbines are like electricity
pylons which, after all, hardly stand out any more in
the landscape and have been part of it for decades.
Furthermore we have also established that it is almost
of no importance for an aesthetic judgement whether
one, two or three wind turbines are standing in the
landscape. The more there are, the greater the nuisance? That’s something we simply can’t confirm.

So there are no beautiful or ugly wind turbines, but
only landscapes which are still beautiful with wind
turbines or not?
Wolf: Exactly. In our tests we showed the subjects photographs for a landscape analysis and we
then measured how their eyes moved over the picture.
With this and accompanying questions we were able
to establish that the landscapes given the best ratings
were those where wind turbines stand out the least.
Then the best thing would be if one couldn’t see them...
Wolf: That’s true. That would be a fine thing, so
to speak. But it doesn’t work because they move. And
the motion than attracts the observer’s attention.

Professor Wolf, when is a wind turbine a beautiful wind
turbine?
Wolf: We haven’t completed our research yet,
but we’ve established a number of interesting facts.
The closer a wind turbine is, the more it is seen to
be a nuisance. This is not really a surprising insight.
But we have also established that there is also a link
between the age of the observer and the aesthetic
judgement. The older the observer, the greater the
probability that wind turbines in the landscape will annoy him. And we have found that young people who
see the ridge of a hill without any wind turbines even
think that something is missing. They are, so to speak,
already anticipating a wind turbine. The age limit for
this expectation is about 40.
Is that because younger people have grown up with
wind power?
Wolf: Yes, and we suspect that this attitude is
connected with the experience of socialisation. For
younger generations wind turbines are already an eve-
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You just mentioned electricity pylons. Will the problem
of judging the beauty of a landscape with wind turbines possibly solve itself, just like that of a landscape
with electricity pylons was resolved 100 years ago?
Wolf: Yes, I think so. In 40 years we will no longer
be discussing whether wind power is or is not a blight
on the landscape like this. And if we are, then the discussion will at least be less frequent and less heated.
Our idealised notions of landscape will at some time
have adjusted to accept the reality of the landscape.

AHEEEHAPEKONELBAFFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIOFKMHMPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IFKAJBFCHLHDMOHIFDCJMFABNFCMD
AKOMICFAKHADGIKFNHPLIJEIOLPLM
KIHKJGFDCAIJCJFKGOMGKNLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEPANCCIPMPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKEBPCHBEODJCECEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPHHHPHPHPHHHPPHHPHP

The complete interview at:
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/17972
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Miner’s house – charming and efficient
At the beginning of May four firms of architects from North
Rhine-Westphalia were engaged by the Gelsenkirchen-Herten
Climate Alliance (Klimabündnis Gelsenkirchen-Herten) to draw
up proposals and plans for the modernisation of miners’ houses – and the proposals were presented in September.

T

he important consideration was to preserver
the typical charm of miners’ houses, while at
the same time protecting the climate and providing a modern quality of life. For this experiment Deutsche Annington made available
an unoccupied miner’s house from the
year 1905 in Gelsenkirchen. Encompassing over 75 square metres this
building symbolises the specific
features of a miner’s house from
the adjoining stable and coalfired heating through to sloping
roofs. The four designs submitted
by the architects all have common
features which show that climate
protection is quite definitely an integral element of a modern home: all the
designs proposed modernisation of the building
by means of adequate thermal insulation and renewal
of the heating system. Specifically the old installations
were to be replaced by gas-fired condensing boilers,
unit-type co-generation (CHP) plants, pellet-fired
boilers or solar thermal installations. The interest-

ing thing was that in all the designs a building energy
consumption according to KfW standard of 100 to 115
was calculated. The problem the project had to tackle
was to find the right balance between individual
interests and community interest in the
houses, because a miner’s house often incorporates two to four dwelling units.
The winning design in the
“Single Solution” category, submitted by the architects Feja and
Kemper from Recklinghausen,
extends the miner’s house, where
the adjoining stable in the garden
was replaced by a new structure with
a flat roof – thus providing space for a
family of four. In the “Multiple Solution”
category the design of the Gelsenkirchen firm
of architects Güldenberg, the large-area extensions
were given large window facades over two storeys
thus almost doubling the living space of the building
– without affecting the charm of the house on the side
to the street.

www.gelsenkirchen-herten.
de
AHEEEHAPDEGEPNBIIJFNLLDPPPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNKBPNHMGAHAPJPJPEPBNFFFNB
PDLOJMFBBLHDHFOJJHJKPNGKHBMKIKIEH
LKOGIDFKKLFGJKBPMFGEDHDEFEDCOOMJK
ANBHAGFOJPJHCBHLDGGBDKHAFDKGGIINA
PEFKFIFIFNELFJFJDAGHBFAHDEOADAIFG
MNFFNNEPBJDIBDKHKHOCANPFAHFHAPIEC
APBBBPAPOKAGEJHMJJAGIDLLFCHFAEKFJ
HHHHHHHPPPHPHHHPHHPHPPHHHPPHHHPHP

Energiewende on trial in Mülheim

H

ow fit-for-purpose is the German energy turnaround in reality? RWE Effizienz are going to the
root of this question with their Smart-E project
in Mülheim an der Ruhr. Ten participating households
will be made energy self-sufficient over a period of 33
months: the energy supply will be secured by installing a photovoltaic or micro CHP plant including power
storage system. Environmentally friendly mobility will
be provided by an electric car which can be connected
to the home own charging station. The “ie³” Institute
for Energy Systems, Energy Efficiency and Energy
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Economy of TU Dortmund University has taken responsibility for giving the project ongoing scientific
support. “In the test we will have to get over the initial
euphoria to enable the households to live a normal
everyday routine,” Dieter König, head of electricity
economy in ie³, explained.
The “Smart-E” project is intended to provide answers on what power generation models can be best
adapted to people and their environment and what
models can be market-relevant.
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Building efficiency
targeted
KlimaKonzept.NRW for Wuppertal Student Social Services

P

ublic institutions are also helping to attain the
North Rhine-Westphalian climate protection
goals by developing their own climate protection concepts. The new platform KlimaKonzept.NRW
of EnergyAgency.NRW provides assistance here.
One of the first institutions using this facility to
develop structures for its own climate protection work
is the Hochschul-Sozialwerk Wuppertal (Wuppertal
University Social Services Office) – one of the twelve

such bodies for students in NRW. As a service provider for the three local institutes of higher education
(University of Wuppertal, Theological College, Music
College) it provides for modern infrastructures on the
Wuppertal campus. Alongside its social functions and
the operation of canteens this social welfare institution offers 1,085 places in a total of 16 halls of residence at six locations close to campus. The facilities
management has directed its attention to the special
characteristics of students’ residential needs and has
decided primarily in favour of lowering the energy requirement in the residential units when modernising
the building stock. As a result, the largest residential
complex from the 1970s with more than 600 places
and a gross ground area of just under 20,000 square
metres has been adapted to modern residential standards. It has been modernised to meet both the passive
house and low-energy standard.
But climatic adaptation also plays a part here: for
instance, when the second largest residential complex
with 248 places was being renovated, the roof was
greened over and the surrounding green areas were
designed without sealing them. This had once been
the first student hall of residence to get its own unittype co-generation plant.
The fact that not only energy efficiency, but also
the overall use of resources is the focus of planning
by facilities management is demonstrated by the new
“Ostersiepen” complex. This building complex with
a gross ground area of 3,265 square metres, which
achieves certified passive house quality, was constructed in wood using renewable raw materials.
The declared aim of equipping the building stock
for the next few decades and of combining structuralphysical and energy standards with a high quality of
living earned the Wuppertal Student Social Services
Office a total of seven architectural awards.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/18379
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AHEEEHAPKFLKNEMPCKFGIPAHEEEHA
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MNNNFNEHCEHNNGJAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCNFNKFOOBBGGHDGDEPKBE
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Energeticon
From sun to sun

U

nder the heading “Experience Energy, Understand Energy”, Energeticon in Alsdorf celebrated it opening. The historic building of the
former Anna coal mine has since provided space for
an exhibition route concerned with energy development, changing and special exhibitions on the topic of
energy, and cultural events, company presentations
and scientific conferences. Energeticon is an exhibition venue, discussion forum and educational institution all in one.
“From Sun to Sun!” is the core message of the
permanent exhibition opened by NRW Climate Protection Minister Johannes Remmel. Over the 700-metre
exhibition route on energy development there stands
the assertion that the sun, as the central energy-giving

body in our solar system, determines both the fossil and renewable epoch of human energy supply. 30
stations give answers and orientation aids concerning the Energiewende (energy turnaround). In different scenes the exhibition tells the story of energy in a
global context. From the beginnings of the Earth’s history, through the fossil-fuel-based industrial era to the
dawn of the renewable age. Visitors can experience the
exhibition with all their senses, experimentally and (literally) tangibly. They can experience the resources of
solar energy and the extraction of historical solar energy at an authentic, historic location, a former mine.
Special experience spaces teach about the technological and social history of the Aachen coal field.
They illustrate the historical progress of fossil fuels, as
well as the great effort and expense required to mine
fossil-based energy, its environmental impact and its
finite nature. Visitors experience why a return to the
use of renewable forms of energy is essential and how
they themselves can help shape the Energiewende on
a small scale. Contributions made by the region are
shown with reference to current examples from industry and science.

www.energeticon.de

AHEEEHAPHDDCCCGFACNPLPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBDMPJDFDECEGIPBNFFFNB
MHAGGFFHJGEFAHCGNPLMKLIGDKPOD
CJDDAPFGKKCJLFOGMHJCACIPLKHHD
PEMCHPFCKNKEKGPLKJGPMLIILEDLL
MFNNNFEHIOFIHJLNLAKIAHFHAKHDC
APBBBPAPACGNFIDAFPLJCHFDEEFMP
HHHHHHHPPPPHHHPHHHPHPHPPHPHPP

German Solar Prize awarded in Witten

T

he 2014 German Solar Prize has now been
awarded in Witten. The Solar Prize is awarded
by Eurosolar in six categories for exemplary
endeavours in the use and propagation or renewable
energy sources. The awards were presented by NRW
Climate Protection Minister Johannes Remmel. The
ceremony was held in collaboration with the Energy
Agency.NRW. One of the six Solar Prizes awarded went
to NRW – to the journalist Jürgen Döschner from the
WDR economics editorial team. The jury gave as their
reasons for the award: the journalist questioned and
commented on the political and economic developments in the energy sector and was considered an
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expert in this field. The other winners of the 2014
German Solar Prize are the Feldheim municipality
near Berlin for building up an autonomous supply
of renewable energies, the company Galaxy Energy
GmbH from Berghülen for their exemplary use of
energy from renewables in their head office, Heidelberger Energiegenossenschaft e.G. for implementation of a groundbreaking marketing model and Sonneninitiative Marburg e.V. for building up numerous
solar power plants in the hands of private citizens. In
the category of “Media” the operators of the site www.
energieblogger.net were awarded the prize for their
internet platform.
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made in nrw

Solar pioneers from
Münsterland
In NRW it is intended that the proportion of power generated accounted for
by renewable energy sources increase sharply – especially due to the installation of additional wind and solar power installations. The technical expertise
for this is abundant in North Rhine-Westphalia – for instance in Wettringen
in the Münsterland region, where Bosch Solarthermie GmbH, a subsidiary of
Bosch Thermotechnik GmbH, manufactures solar collectors, accessories for
solar installations and hydraulic stations.
Further information under
this heading
“Climate protection made in
nrw” at www.
klimaschutz.
nrw.de
AHEEEHAPHPHAFMLOHCFEFPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBOFOJCEOAPEGIPBNFFFNB
MCAFADFBNFFJKNDHOBJKMLIHDMNOD
IDIIEGFMCLMABGAJHHLKACIPLKHDC
PMCBIFFKBFBPACAAFLCKDLICIGDCK
MFFFFFEPIBODCNNEIDLIAHFHACHPD
APBBBPAPACFHKAHLKLBICHEDEAHEP
HHHHHHHPPHHPHHPPPHPHPHHPHHHPP
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T

he figures put forward in the spring of 2014 by
the association Deutsche Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft were decidedly impressive. According to these the proportion of power production
accounted for by renewables in Germany in 2013
was way above 23 per cent. A new record. The Energiewende (energy turnaround) is therefore well underway, the association said with satisfaction. North
Rhine-Westphalia is also catching up when it comes
to renewable energy sources: the proportion of gross
power generation accounted for by renewables can
be expanded further, but the development has clearly
developed a greater dynamism.
For 2025 the declared target for renewable energy sources in relation to power generation is 30 per
cent. The state government has already initiated imported steps towards achieving this, such as the Wind
Energy Decree from 2011, which cleared away a whole
series of hurdles for the construction of new wind turbines
and the revamping of existing
ones. And concrete strategies
are also being drawn up at present for the other renewable
energy areas.
But – new parameters set
by the state government will
hardly be sufficient to achieve
the expansion targets. “It’s also
important for industry in North
Rhine-Westphalia to continue
to adjust to the renewables
course,” says Climate Protection Minister Johannes Remmel, in whose ministry the first
climate protection plan for
North Rhine-Westphalia is currently being drafted. This will

clearly highlight the role of NRW industry in ensuring
the success of the Energiewende and climate protection.
But the Minister certainly has no need to be anxious in this respect. In North Rhine-Westphalia a whole
series of companies are coming together who are endeavouring not only to achieve a particularly energyefficient production and working processes and hence
contribute to climate protection in NRW, but who have
also discovered for themselves the development and
distribution of “climate protection technologies”. Like
Bosch Solarthermie GmbH from the 8,000-inhabitant
town of Wettringen near Münster.
The company is among the pioneers of the NRW
solar industry: as early as the end of the 1970s they began to devote themselves to this topic under the name
Solar Diamant. In1982 there followed the purchase of
the production shop in Wettringen. Today the company operates under the umbrella of the global company
Bosch Thermotechnik GmbH and is one oft he largest
manufacturers of flat collectors in Germany. It also
supplies, among other things, solar storage systems,
control devices for solar installations and solar stations under the brand Buderus und Junkers to NRW,
Germany and a further 90 countries in the world.
With its solar thermal installations the company
is helping among other things to ensure that residential houses can be supplied favourably with heat – and
occasionally even achieve ultra-low energy house
standard – for example when the collectors are connected with a heat pump. NRW Climate Protection
Minister Johannes Remmel: “It is with such innovative energy strategies that NRW industry will be able to
expand its position as a pioneer in future technologies
and the use of renewables to generate energy in NRW.
At the same time it is making a major contribution to
cutting greenhouse gas emissions and not least saving consumers a lot of money.”
innovation & energy 4 | 2014
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Tesla opens Supercharger in Kamen

T

he electrification of car engines is
proceeding apace. In order to achieve
ambitious targets like a total of one
million electrically powered vehicles on German roads by 2020, there’s a need for more
than just a suitable model range from the
manufacturers. The automotive industry
has already presented an extensive range
which can satisfy a potential customer.
But buying a car is not enough. The
biggest drawback electric vehicles have
nowadays is, in addition to the cost, the
travelling range. This is determined to a
major degree by the capacity of the batteries. Larger batteries mean greater
travelling ranges, but also high costs and
substantially greater weight. In the final
analysis what is needed is a regular charging cycle.
But an electric vehicle can’t be fully
charged “just like that” in a few minutes
like a conventional combustion engine.
Mostly it takes a number of hours to fully charge a car. Tesla has taken up this
problem and developed the so-called Supercharger. A Supercharger charges the
vehicle with substantially greater current
intensity and so needs less time. With the
Superchargers it is possible to charge at
60 kWh. Within 30 minutes the batteries
can be charged to the point where the ve-

hicle can travel about 270 kilometres. For
Tesla the provision of the infrastructure
with free electricity is part of the service
package for its customers.
Tesla has now set up its first network
of such Superchargers, 74 in Europa, 14
of which are in Germany. Routes such as
Hamburg-Munich should now be possible
in view of the dense network. In NRW an
excellent network has also been successfully created with the Superchargers at
the Kamener Kreuz motorway junction.
Bremen-Frankfurt or Hannover-Düsseldorf are only two examples of routes on
which a brief relaxation and charging break
can be made at Kamener Kreuz.
In future it is even intended that the
network of Superchargers be expanded,
making every place in Europe accessible
for an electric car as early as 2016, according to the company. Whether and at what
cost it will be possible for non-Tesla customers to use this system is undecided at
the present time.

AHEEEHAPNIHFBCMBLCGJIMKGLPAHEEEHA
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in a nutshell

Green Clubbing now Europewide
The starting signal for the biggest campaign on the subject
of climate protection in the European music events industry:
the EE MUSIC Project encompasses actions in 27 countries
and is running for three years.
The initiator is the Green Music
Initiative, in which communication experts from the whole of
Europe have come together to
build up energy management
and new energy efficiency capacities in the music sector. In
terms of content the players
have recourse to the NRW pilot
project Green Club Index of the
EnergyAgency.NRW, which implemented climate protection
measures in 2011/2012 with
clubs from the region. EE MUSIC is supported financially by
the Intelligent Energy Europe
Programme of the European
Commission.

Close network – climate dialogue in South Westphalia
Electromobility is for the conurbations, according to a
cherished prejudice. The new
network klimanetzwerk.südwestfalen asked experts in October how well low-emission
electrical drives can also be
used in the Siegerland and Sauerland regions. “In rural areas
the vehicle density per capita is
even substantially greater than
in the large cities,” Marcus Müller, the local climate networker
of the EnergyAgency.NRW, reported. “If CO2 emissions are to
drop here, new approaches in
the transport sector are called
for.” The EnergyAgency.NRW
collaborates with representatives of the towns of Lüdenscheid and Arnsberg to organise
the climate protection network
klimanetzwerk.südwestfalen
and tackles current questions
relating to climate protection.
www.klimanetzwerker.nrw.de

School students’ Mars mission
The 10th NRW school students’ competition “Fuel Cell
Box” concerning hydrogen and
fuel cell technology and held
by the EnergyAgency.NRW for
grades 9 to 11 of all secondary
schools in NRW has taken off.
The competition takes as its
theme the storage of energy
through hydrogen and, among
other things, the fuel cell drive
of a space ship. The young people have to solve the problem in
writing initially. Subject-related
teaching material is provided for
this purpose. On the basis of the
contributions, a maximum of 20
teams will be selected by February 2015, and these will be able
to put their solutions into practice with the help of the “Fuel
Cell Box”. The final awards ceremony will be in June 2015.
www.fuelcellbox-nrw.de

PV.calculator with new functions
The steadily falling infeed payments under the EEG (Renewable Energy Act) with simultaneously rising household
electricity prices make it increasingly attractive to consume the power generation by
one’s own photovoltaic installation – in spite of the mandatory pro rata EEG reallocation
charge. With stationary battery
storage systems the proportion
of self-consumed energy can be
substantially increased. That
is why the PV.calculator (PV.
rechner) of the EnergyAgency.
NRW was expanded to include
an economic-efficiency estimation for storage systems. In
addition the user guidance has
been updated and simplified.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
solarrechner

